Dedicated MANUFACTURING
Advisory for Powerful Performance

SMARTER FINANCIAL DECISIONS
AND PERFORMANCE
Making smart business decisions in today’s economic environment can feel
paralyzing at times. K·Coe’s proactive manufacturing-specialized financial
and operational consultants provide vital updates and information. The
result: better financial decisions and performance.
With over 200 manufacturing clients spanning the U.S. from coast-to-coast,
K·Coe advisors can share professional insights on what has worked for
other manufacturers across the country, and how to apply best practices to
optimize results.
As the nation’s top 70 accounting firm and a leading consulting firm, we
combine manufacturing-focused resources and financial management
expertise to grow, optimize, and expand operations.

Smar t decisions .
Ef f e c t i v e s t ra t e g i e s .
Produc tive result s .
W H AT M AT T E R S M O S T
K·Coe Isom is dedicated to the people who entrust us with what matters most.
Our deeper understanding of manufacturing challenges, coupled with advisory
expertise to provide effective solutions, allows you to focus on what matters
most to you.

I N N O VAT I V E S O L U T I O N S
TO PRODUCE
T R A N S F O R M AT I V E
R E S U LT S
Efficiency and Profitability
» Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
» Product line profitability analysis
» Supply chain assessments
» Inventory costing

From evaluating the state
of your business and
performing financial health
checks, to evaluating supply
chain and finding strategic
growth opportunities,
our advisors provide the
assessment, guidance, and
planning needed to increase
cash flow, manage risks,
and prepare your business
for what’s ahead.

Tax Mitigation and Planning
» Proactive long-term tax planning
» Credit and incentives
» Minimizing multi-state tax exposure
» International structure consulting
Strategic Planning and Management
» Cash flow modeling
» Forecasting and modeling
» Debt/Capital structure optimization
» Strategic planning retreats
» Project management assistance
Culture Meets Compliance
» Integration and recruitment
» Employee development
» Strategic retention
Technological Advancement
» IT assessments
» Cybersecurity solutions
» Virtual Chief Information Officer (CIO)

kcoe.com

E X P E R T S T R AT E G Y A N D E X E C U T I O N T O
CAPTURE OPPORTUNITIES

K·Coe goes beyond the numbers and looks at the ‘big
picture’ for a realistic business perspective.
Make Confident and Smart Decisions
With an international reach, and deep advisory resources, our team goes
beyond the numbers to make smarter business decisions. We account
for the geopolitical environment, social perceptions, cybersecurity
risks, environmental sustainability, and talent challenges when making
recommendations on managing risks and capturing opportunities that will
optimize and expand your manufacturing business.
Implement Effective Strategies
K·Coe comprehensively reviews your business and develops strategies to
improve your business’ overall financial health plan. We collaborate with
management teams to acknowledge the vision and formulate strategic plans
for the company in the near and distant future.
Produce Results and Improve Performance
K·Coe advisors turn data into information – to set a plan of execution for the
rest of the year, and beyond. Our team provides results to meet your unique
goals – from increasing cash flows, obtaining debt, and bringing in investors, to
enabling strategic growth, finding supply chain opportunities, and navigating
industry and business challenges.

LEARN MORE
Find out how K·Coe Isom is helping manufacturing industry professionals with the
tough decisions they face every day. Call us at 1.800.461.4702.
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